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1. Introduction
An experiment E=(X, A, P), i.e. a triplet with a family P of probability
measures on a measurable space (X, A), is said to be majorized by a measure μ
equivalent to P (called a " major izing" measure) if each^GP has a density dpjdμ
with respect to μ. Let SQ be the σ-ring generated by all the 2?-suρports S(p)=
{xGX; (dpjdμ) ( Λ ; ) > 0 } , J ) G P . Then there exists a "maximal decomposition"
F such that FaS0[P] (see [4], Lemma 2). A maximal decomposition F is
defined as a covering of X of almost disjoint elements each of which is included
by an ^-support S(p(F)) of some p(F) in P. For each FG:F, we define a domi-
nated sub-experiment E(F)=(F, AΓ\F> PF) by setting AΓ[F=iAΓ\F\ A^A}
and PF=ίpF; p(ΞP, p(F)>0}, where pF(Af]F)=p(A'ΠF)lp(F). The σ-ring
generated by {dpjd(p-\-q) IS{p)\p, q^P} is called the σ-ring of pairwise likelihood
ratios and denoted by S. The σ-field D generated by S is known to be the
smallest PSS {pairwise sufficient with supports) subfield, and is equal to S and
minimal sufficient when E is dominated (see [3]). A majorizing measure m on
A is said to be pivotal for E if it holds that for each subfield By B is PSS if and
only if each p has a Immeasurable version of the density dp/dm. A real valued
function/: X—>R is said to be S-measurable if for each Borel subset B of R,
The notion of pivotal measures was devised to obtain a minimal sufficient
subfield by Halmos & Savage [6] and Bahadur [1] for the dominated experi-
ment. Ramamoorthi & Yamada [9] generalized it to the majorized experiment.
Recently Luschgy, Mussmann & Yamada [8] proved the following characteriza-
tion theorem of pivotal measures by the method and in the terminology of vector
lattices: Every pivotal measure is represented as the sum of a maximal orthogo-
nal system in the minimal />-space.
The minimal L-space is the closed vector sublattice generated by P, and a
maximal orthogonal system is a family of non-zero measures on A such that any
two distinct elements in the family are singular with each other and a measure
which is singular with all the elements of the family is zero.
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In the present note, we show that every pivotal measure in a majorized
experiment is expressed as the sum of pivotal measures in the dominated sub-
experiments E(F) for some maximal decomposition F((ZSo[P]) and that each
pivotal measure on E(F) has a positive S-measurable density with respect to a
pivotal measure. Further, pointing out that the minimal £-space coincides
with the totality of the signed measures which have S-measurable and integrable
densities with respect to a pivotal measure, we show that the present result is a
measure theoretical version of the above chatacterization theorem.
2. Pivotal measures
We consider the relation between a pivotal measure for E and a family of
pivotal measures for the dominated sub-experiments E(F).
Theorem 1. Let E=(X, A, P) be a majorized experiment. If F(dS0[P])
is a maximal decomposition and a measure mF on Af\F is pivotal for each
then m(A)=ΣFeF mF(A Π F) is pivotal for E.
Proof. It is enough to show that each p^P has an S-measurable version
of dp I dm. Fixp^P. There exists a countable subfamily {F
n
 n^ 1} of F such
that S ( ί ) c U ^ i F
n
[P] and S(p)ΓιF
n
^φ[P] for all n. We may assume that
{F
n
\ n*z 1} is a disjoint family. As each mFn is pivotal for E(Fn)y there exists an
SΠF
n
-measurable version^ of dpFJdmFn. For each w^l, put fn(x)—p(Fn)
g
n
(x) if x^F
n
, and = 0 if x^Fc
n
. As each F
n
 is in S
o
,/« is S-measurable. It is
immediate that Σ
Λ
^i/
Λ
 is an S-measurable version of dp/dm.
Theorem 2 Let E=(X, A, P) be a majorized experiment. A measure m
on A is pivotal for E if and only if for each maximal decomposition F((ZS0[P]),
there exists a family of pivotal measures {mF\ F^F} for the sub-experiments E(F)
such that m(A)=%F<=F mF(A Π F).
Proof. "If" part is Theorem 1 itself, and so we prove "only if" part. Let
m be a pivotal measure for E and take a maximal decomposition F(dS0[P]).
Fix j F e F . We define a measure mF on E(F) by mF(Af]F)=m(A(ZF). It is
clear that mF=PF and m(A)=ΣFeF mF(A Π F). Take p^P with p(F)>0. Let
fp be an S-measurable version of dpjdm. Then it is easily checked that fp IFjp (F)
is an S-measurable version of dpFjdmF. This implies that mF is a pivotal measure
for E(F) for each F(=F.
Next we consider pivotal measures on each dominated sub-experiment.
Let F(CSQ[P]) be a maximal decomposition and n a pivotal measure for E.
Each F is included by a support S(p(F)), and so pP=P. Fix F e F . Then the
restriction nF of n to AΓ\F is pivotal for E{F) as in the proof of Theorem
2. Let u be a pivotal measure for E{F). Notice that duldnF=^(dpFF)ldu)~ι
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(dpψ)ldnF)~ι[PF"\ as pFF)=nF=u. Two densities in the right side have S-meas-
urable versions as u and nF are pivotal. That is, u(A Π F)= \ f dn for some
JFΓ\F
S ΠF-measurable function/: F-*R, with/>0[P P ].
Conversely a measure u of this form is pivotal for E(F). Because, nF is
pivotal and dpFldu=(dpFldnF)lf[PF] for allpF^PF.
Thus we have proved the following
Theorem 3. Let E=(X, A, P) be a majorized experiment and n a pivotal
measure for E. Then, a measure m on A is pivotal for E if and only if it is expres-
sed as m(A)='ΣFeF\ fF dn for some maximal decomposition F(dS0[PJ) and
JADF
some family {fF: F^F} of S-measurable functions such that fF>0[P] on F and
fF=0[P]onFc.
In case E is weakly dominated, we have the following simpler expression.
Corollary. Let E=(X, A, P) be a weakly dominated experiment and n a
pivotal measure for E. A measure m on A is pivotal for E if and only if m(A)=
S f dn for some B-measurable function f with / > 0 [P], where B is a minimal suf-A
ficient subfield.
Proof. Let B be a minimal sufficient subfield. It follows from Theorem
1.1 in [7] that (X, B, P\B) is weakly dominated. Hence for the family of
S-measurable functions {fF; FEEF} in Theorem 3, there exists a ^-measurable
function/such that/ /F==/F[P] for all
REMARK. In Theorem 3, "if" part remains true with "any" maximal de-
composition and "any" family {fF\ F^F}. "Only if" part also holds true with
"any" maximal decomposition and some family {fF\ F^F}. Gooβen [5] at-
tained to a similar characterization by making use of a pivotal measure Έ,FfΞF p
(F)
(Af]F)y which was obtained by Diepenbrock.
In the following Examples 1 to 4, we observe that the totality of pivotal
measures is fairly large.
EXAMPLE 1 (iV-th product normal family with a location parameter). X=
RN, A = the Borel σ-field on X. P = {^ ξ e Λ } . (dp^dμ) (x) = (2π)~N/2 exp
{(—l/2)Σf=i (#,—ξ)2}, where μ is the Lebesgue measure on X. The statistic
t(x)=1,f^i A'f is minimal sufficient and the σ-ring S is a minimal sufficient
subfield, which is induced by t. Each pξ is pivotal for E as p$=P and E is
dominated. According to Corollary, a measure m on A is pivotal for E if and
only if m(A)=\ f dp0 for some S-measurable function/ with / > 0 [ P ] . Thus
J A
the totality of pivotal measures coincides with all the measures whose density
with respect to μ are of the form exp {(— l/2) 2f
β
i ^-/(Σf-i #,)} for some
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f>O[μ], In case iV=l, all the measures which are equivalent to μ are pivotal,
and in particular so is μ. In case N^>2, μ is not pivotal.
EXAMPLE 2. X=R3. i^=all the planes parallel to a coordinate plane. A=
{AaX AΓίFfΞBtf for all F G F } , where B# denotes the Borel σ-field on R\
On each plane F&F, consider the same normal family as in Example 1 and
extend each element of the family to A in an obvious way that it vanishes outside
F. P=the union of such families. Define a measure μ by μ(A)=ΣFeF v(A Π F),
where v is the Lebesgue measure on R2.
The experiment E=(X, A9 P) is majorized by μy and F is a maximal de-
composition such that FciSo[P]' In each sub-experiment, the totality of pivotal
measures is described in Example 1. By Theorem 2, a pivotal measure on E
is expressed as the sum of pivotal measures on E(F). The measure μ is not
pivotal for E as it is pointed out in Example 1 that v is not pivotal on E(F).
EXAMPLE 3. X=R2. F=al l horizontal and vertical lines in X. A= {AdX;
AΓiF^BR for all F^F}, where BR denotes the Borel σ-field on R. On each
F&F, consider the same normal family as in Example 1 and extend each element
of the family to A as in Example 2. P=the union of such families. Define a
measure μ by μ(A)='ΣFGF v (A ΓiF)> where v is the Lebesgue measure on R.
The experiment E=(X, A, P) is majorized by μ, and F is a maxiaml de-
composition such that F c S 0 [ P ] . As in Example 1, every measure on JF which
is equivalent to v is pivotal for E(F). By Theorem 2, all the measures which
are the sums of those measures are pivotal. In particular, μ is pivotal unlike
in Example 2.
EXAMPLE 4. J5Γ=Λ? i4=the Borel σ-field of X. For each θ>0, ρ
θ
 de-
notes the iV-th product probability measure of the uniform distribution on (0, 0],
i.e. (dpejdμ) (x)=θ~N Πf
β
i 7(0,β] (xk)> where μ is the Lebesgue measure on X.
The statistic t(x)=max1^i^N x{ is minimal sufficient, and the σ-ring S is induced
by t. We construct a pivotal measure. Take pk(k^\) from P and put Fx—
S{p
x
)={$, \]N and Fk=S{pk)- U )z\ ^ = ( 0 , Λ]"-(0, k-l]N for k^Z Then it
is easily seen that F={Fk; k^ί} is a maximal decomposition with FczSQ[P].
For each k^l,pk(Af)Fk) is pivotal for E(Fk) as it is equivalent to PF. By
Theorem 1, the measure n defined by n{A)=Σk>\pk{A{\Fk) is pivotal for E.
This is the same pivotal measure as that obtained by Diepenbrock (see Remark).
A pivotal measure m is of the form m(A)= I / dn for some S-measurable func-
tion/ with />0[P]. Hence m(A)=[ f^k^dpk\Fk=ΣkΛ f-(dpkldμ) dμ,
JA JAΠFk
and so dmjdμ=k~N f(τnax1^i^N x{) on each Fk, k^l. Therefore the totality of
pivotal measures coicides with all the measures whose densities with respect to μ
are functions through t.
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3. Relationship between Theorem 3 and the Luschgy, Mussmann
& Yamada-characterization theorem
In this section, we show that the characterization theorem in [8] can be
derived from Theorem 3.
We first describe the minimal Zr-space through the σ-ring S. Let E—
(X, A, P) be a majorized experiment. The minimal £-sρace is the closed vector
sublacttice (of the vector lattice of all bounded signed measures on A) generated
by F, where the topology of the vector lattice is induced by the total variation
norm. Let n be a pivotal measure and L\S, n) be the set of all S-measurable
functions which are integrable with respect to n. For each f^L\Sy ri), uf(A)=
\ / dn is a signed measure. Notice that the total variation norm of uf coincides
with the usual Z^-norm of / with respect to n. As n is a pivotal measure, for
each p&P, there is an S-measurable density fp, i.e. p(A)=\ fp dn. This
correspondence between p and fp implies that the minimal i-space is isomorphic
to L\Sy n) as an Zr-space. Hence the minimal L-space coincides with the totality
of all the signed measures whose densities with respect to n belong to L\S, ή).
Next we show that Theorem 3 implies the characterization theorem in [8].
Let m be a pivotal measure. Then m is expressed as in Theorem 3. The S-
measurable function/p in Theorem 3 is not necessarily integrable with respect to
n for every F^F(dSQ[P]). However for each F G J F , there exists a countable
partition of F consisting of S-measurable sets such that the restriction of fF to
each element of the partition is integrable with respect to n (see [2], Lemma 3.1),
and hence fF is the sum of such integrable functions. As the union of all such
partitions forms a maximal decomposition consisting of S-measurable sets, we
can replace F by this maximal decomposition and denote the latter by F again.
Consequently, m is expressed as m(A)=^ΣFGF \ fF dn for a family {fF\ F^F}
JA(\F
of S-measurable functions such that each/F is integrable with respect to n. Put
mF(A)=[ fF dn.. Then it follows that/ F ^0[P] and/^ΦOΓP] for all FSΞF,
JA flf
min ( / F , / G ) = 0 [ P ] for all F=t=GeF and for e a c h / e l ^ S , ή), min ( / , / F ) = 0 [ P ]
for all F G F implies f=0[P]. This implies that { % ; F e P } is a maximal
orthogonal system, and hence m is the sum of the maximal orthogonal system
Conversely, suppose that a measure m is the sum of a maximal orthogonal
system. Take a maximal decomposition J P ( C S 0 [ P ] ) and fixFGF. Adding up
the densities of the maximal orthogonal system which are positive [P] on F, we
have the function fF required in Theorem 3. Hence Theorem 3 implies that m
is a pivotal measure.
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